
Programme Schedule

Registration of participants: 9.30 to 10.00 Hrs

Inaugural Session: 10.00 – 10.30 Hrs
Welcome Address: Smt. T S Raji Gain, Director, BIRD
Opening Remarks: Mr Harsh Shrivastava, CEO, MFIN

Address by Chief Guest: Shri GR Chintala, CGM, DoR, NABARD
Introduction of Participants 

Presentation - 10.30 - 11.00 Hrs
Performance benchmarks by institutional sizes & the need for reviewing rating framework by MFIN

Panel Discussion - 11.00- 12.15 Hrs
Panel - I: Internal framework/system/norms for lending to MFIs

Panelists include senior executives from wholesale lending institutions & banks 

Tea Break:  15 minutes

Panel Discussion - 12.30- 13.45 Hrs
Panel - II: Feasibility of having a differentiated framework for rating of MFIs with possible 

performance indicator - perspective of Rating Agencies
Panelists include senior executives of CRISIL, ICRA, CARE and M-CRIL

Future Road Map & Valediction – 13.45 – 14.00 Hrs

Lunch – 14.00 Hrs onwards
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Context: Workshop on Microfinance Institutional Ratings

While the large MFIs contribute to majority of the portfolio and outreach of the microfinance sector, the
small and medium sized MFIs are equally relevant and important to furthering the achievement of financial
inclusion. However, by virtue of being small or medium sized, these MFIs are also disadvantaged in
comparison to the larger ones in terms of corporate governance, operational efficiency, financial
performance and several other factors. It is important to note that several of the currently large MFIs were
at a similar stage a few years ago when the distinction between the large and the small ones was not as
prominent.

The institutional rating/grading of MFIs at present have similar parameters, benchmarks and weightages
irrespective of the size of an institution. Moreover, the lenders including commercial banks and also
NABARD and SIDBI have their own minimum Credit Rating norms for lending to MFIs. In such a scenario,
it is very likely that the small and medium MFIs would get an inferior rating/grading and may not fit into the
minimum criteria set by the lenders even though they are deserving. Therefore, there is clearly a need for
having a different yardstick for measuring the creditworthiness of small and medium sized MFIs to enable
them to grow, expand, become large and sustainable and contribute to financial inclusion.

To address this requirement of having a differentiation in evaluating the creditworthiness of MFIs, BIRD &
MFIN with support from NABARD has called a workshop of rating agencies, lenders to the microfinance
sector (Including NABARD, SIDBI, Banks, NBFCs etc.), MFI representatives and some domain experts to
discuss the issues and provide their recommendations on:

• Feasibility of having a differentiated framework for rating of MFIs (by size)
• Performance indicators/benchmarks that effectively captures the nuances of different size of MFIs

The workshop also aims to sensitize the MFIs on the perspective of the rating agencies and bankers on
aspects they look at to judge the creditworthiness of an MFI. This will enable them (particularly the start-
ups, small and medium sized MFIs) to be better prepared for ratings.


